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Abstract
This paper addresses an architectural and functional overview of an
implemented tool that aids designers to design DDBs in a relational context.
Conceptual design and fragmentation issues are considered as well as the
allocation problem. The tool applies metaheuristics for solving many design
problems to obtain outputs in reasonable time. They use cost models and are
targeted at globally minimizing these costs.
----- Keywords: Distributed Database Design, CASE tools, global
conceptual schema, fragmentation, allocation.
Resumen
Este trabajo presenta un resumen sobre la arquitectura y las funciones de
SIADBDD, una herramienta integrada de ayudas al diseño de BDD en un
contexto de bases de datos relacionales. Estas ayudas consideran desde la
modelación conceptual de esquemas globales hasta la localización de los
fragmentos de datos a los sitios de procesamiento donde residirá la BDD
objeto de diseño.
----- Palabras clave: Diseño de bases de datos distribuidas, herramientas
CASE, modelación conceptual, fragmentación, ubicación.
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Introduction
With the increasing demand of database applications that are accessed by users from different geographical locations, database distribution design
becomes an essential part of the database design,
which targets at increasing the overall system performance. From the early 1980s, the problem of
database distribution design has attracted interest
from many researchers. It has first been discussed
in the context of the relational data model, then
in the object oriented data model. With the current popularity of web information systems, there is an increasing need for Distributed Database
Systems (DDBS) to provide back-end support
for Web-based database applications. The aim of
database distribution design is to make applications that access the database more efficient and
effective. Therefore, the global queries have to be
analyzed in order to design an adequate distribution of the data. The design of DDBs enhances
application performance by reducing the amount
of irrelevant data accessed by the applications
[1], and the amount of data transferred unnecessarily between distributed sites during application processing [2]. There are two ways by which
the performance of applications can be enhanced:
grouping sites and fragment allocation. Grouping
sites of distributed databases holds relevant data
accessed by an application into a group of sites.
It determines whether or not a set of sites is assigned to a certain cluster, and it considered as
a fast way to determine the data allocation to a
set of sites rather than site by site. Grouping sites
into clusters minimizes the communication costs
between the sites and improves the system performance. On the other hand, fragment allocation
is the process of allocating the fragments to the
sites of distributed databases to minimize the data
transfer cost and the number of messages during
application processing. This work aims at dividing entities into fragments, which are later distributed to the machines in a computer network
in such a way that the total cost is minimized as
much as possible [3]. This approach emphasizes
methods that minimize the transactions’ communication cost, increase data availability and inte-
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grity by allocating database fragments replicated
over the sites where possible or necessary, and
minimize the transactions’ total response time.
In the study of DDBs, several key disciplines
are converging: databases, algorithms, operating
systems, networks, software engineering, etc.
Furthermore, the efficient implementation of a
design is an optimization problem that requires
solutions to several interrelated problems such as
data fragmentation and allocation. Each problem
phase can be solved with several different approaches thereby making the DDB design a very
difficult task. Traditionally, database design has
been heuristic in nature.
In this article we concentrate on designing DDBs
in the context of the relational data model. Having in mind the characteristics and complexity
of DDB design, we have been motivated to develop a tool that addresses the problem of designing DDBs. The paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 we complete the introduction by briefly
reviewing previous work on DDB design. The
paper’s main contribution is in sections 3 and 4.
Section 3 provides the CASE tool’s architectural overview and section 4 contains a functional
overview. Section 5 draws conclusions about the
important features of this paper. Finally, section 6
suggests future research directions.
Related work
Several approaches have been proposed for database partitioning and fragment allocation in
DDBs. Navathe et al [4] have proposed a mixed
fragmentation methodology, as well as the necessary components of a prototype of the mixed
fragmentation Distributed Database Design Tool
(D3T), which has been under development. It
allows the optimal partitioning of global relations
in a distributed database by using a grid approach, i.e. partitioning a single relation by simultaneously applying both horizontal and vertical
partitioning in the same algorithm and supports
the investigation of the effects of the different
sequences of partitioning. This report has motivated our work, wherein the tool allows designers to make distribution design decisions using
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horizontal, vertical and/or mixed fragmentation.
They do not address allocation with or without
replication. Tamhankar et al. [5] have developed
a comprehensive methodology for fragmentation
and distribution of data across multiple sites such
that design objectives in terms of response time
and availability for transactions, and constraints
on storage space are adequately addressed. Daudpota et al. [6] have constructed a formal model
of data allocation and have derived an algorithm
to fragment and allocate the relations. This model
is not applied to distributed applications in networks with different connectivity (LAN/WAN).
Peddemors et al. [7] have described the first phase realization of a DDBS in which an iterative
process is used to build the DDBS. Each phase
has a set of objectives, spans a limited amount of
time, ads functionality, and the output of every
phase serves as input for the next phase. This paper has motivated our work in the way that each
phase has a set of objectives and its outputs serve
as inputs for the next phase of the design process.
Bellatreche L. et al. [8] formulated the combined
methods and class allocation problem and developed a model to calculate the total data transfer
cost incurred. Their allocation algorithm generates near optimal solutions to the problem. Lee et
al. [9] have proposed a heuristic methodology for
determining file and workload allocation simultaneously on a LAN. This method minimizes the
response time for processing transactions. Only
transactions with the same properties are routed
to the same server, which does not guarantee the
minimization of the communication cost. Their
assumption of non-redundant allocation decreases the reliability of the system, and the impact of
storing fragment copies on the sites of the LAN
is not very well clarified. Huang et al. [10] have
proposed a heuristic algorithm that reflects transaction behavior in distributed databases. Their
model determines the number of replicates for
each fragment and finds a near optimal allocation of all fragments in a WAN such that the total
communication cost is minimized. The fragments
accessed by a transaction are all assumed independent, which is not the case in the real world.
This method neglects site information like storage

and processing capacity and it is applied only on
a WAN network. They consider the CPU processing time and I/O access time as minor factors in
minimizing the total cost in a WAN environment.
Son et al. [11] have introduced an adaptable vertical partitioning method in distributed systems.
Our previous work in this field dealt with components and tools concerning DDB design [1218]. In the latter work [18], we have analyzed
and implemented diverse methods to tackle combinatorial optimization problems in distribution
design, which are very complex problems. These
methods include exact and heuristics approaches
which have been very useful in solving real life
problems. The main issue with exact methods is
their applicability to large problems, specifically
for the type of NP-complete problems for which
there is no guarantee to find an optimal solution
in a polynomial time [19]. A good alternative for
NP-complete combinatorial optimization problems of large size is to find a reasonable solution in
a reasonable time [20]. This is the idea of the heuristic methods which are in general quite simple
and based on intuitive and common sense ideas
[21]. The general problem with many heuristics
is that they may get stuck in local optimal solutions. More recently a number of metaheuristics
have evolved that define ways to escape local optima. Metaheuristics are higher level heuristics
designed to guide other processes towards achieving reasonable solutions, and do not guarantee
in general that one will finish with an optimal solution, though some of them present convergence
theories. However they have been successfully
applied to many problems. Here we explore Genetic Algorithms and a much more recent approach, Reinforcement Learning (RL) for solving
the harder problem, namely allocation. RL may
be interpreted as a conjunction between machine
learning and decision making problems.
Tool Architectural Overview
The problem of DDB design comprises first, the
fragmentation of database entities and second,
the allocation of these fragments to distributed
sites. Two approaches are possible in a DDB de-
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sign: top-down and bottom-up. This paper uses
the top-down design approach where the input to
the design process is the global conceptual schema (GCS). Statistical information collected from
the design activities includes access patterns of
user applications, and information about sites and
the network. The output from the design process
is a set of local conceptual schemas (LCS) over
distributed sites [3]. The input to the design process is obtained from system requirements analysis which defines the system environment and
collects an approximation of both the data and
processing needs of all potential database users.
Providing an easy user interface for entering the
distribution requirements as well as facilitating
user control in driving the distribution process are
topics that we addressed when implementing an
integrated tool to support the entire DDB design
cycle. Ceri et al. [22] give an outline of the overall DDB design methodology that deviates from
conventional centralized database design only in
the distribution aspect (see figure 1).
Distribution Design
Data acquisition

Horizontal

Fragmentation

Vertical

Allocation

Hybrid

Local optimization

Figure 1 Distribution design activities. (Ceri et al.,
1983) [22]
The distribution design involves data acquisition
(ERECASE, APPWIZARD, NETWIZARD), database partitioning (FRAGMENTER), allocation
and replication of fragments (ALLOCATOR,
DISTRIBUTOR), and local optimization (not
considered herein). As a result, we have created a
DDB design tool that integrates various methods
for each component of distribution design.
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Application Integration
System Requirements
User Input

APPWIZARD
Transactional
Information

ERECASE
Global Conceptual
Schema

NETWIZARD
Site and Network
Information

FRAGMENTER
Logical Partitions

User Input

ALLOCATOR
Logical Schemas

DISTRIBUTOR
Physical Schemas

Design
Catalogue

Figure 2 Application integration through the design
process
Figure 2 shows an abstract representation of the
integrated design process for the tool where information is vehicled from one tool to another
by feeding the output of one application as input
to the next, but not exactly in a linear fashion.
Rather, the common information is stored into
a shared database, namely the design catalogue,
which can be accessed by each tool through one
common interface and is embedded within the
integrated tool. From the end-user’s perspective,
application integration has been successful, if the
user is not able to differentiate the sources of data
and functionality he accesses from the user interface. Figure 3 depicts an architectural overview
of the proposed tool, namely SIADBDD.
Unfortunately, collecting the large amount of required information is a hard task and requires time
and effort. Some of the drawbacks of today’s integration technology at the user interface can be reduced through process-level integration. The idea
is to provide suitable data through a catalogue as
part of a workflow (see figure 2). Preceding steps
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in the workflow fetch data from the catalogue and
use them as inputs to the algorithms involved in the
design process. Outputs are placed back to the catalogue, so that they can be used for further steps.
Unfortunately, the risks of application integration
are often discarded. Because integration means
to create dependencies between applications this
may reduce the ability to adapt to changes. On the
other hand, dependencies are good, because they
save time and effort to a great extent.
SIADBDD Integrated User Interface
Conceptual Design
ERECASE

Logical Partitioning
FRAGMENTER

Global Schemas

Horizontal
Fragmentation

Schema
Validation

Vertical
Fragmentation

Mixed
Fragmentation

Transactional Information
APPWIZARD

Logical Allocation and Replication
ALLOCATOR

Sites and Communication Network
NETWIZARD

Physical Allocation with Replication
DISTRIBUTOR

Conceptual design
The design process is logically iterative and exploratory. ERECASE is the implemented tool that
helps us characterizing global conceptual schemas [12, 16]. This component provides appropriate features for the definition and redefinition
of global conceptual schemas with a variety of
constructs from the Extended Entity-Relationship Model [23] It uses the notation from [24].
Additionally, this component can check schemas
for correctness by means of structural validations, uniqueness of names, use of identifiers, etc.
When the conceptual schema is correct, a visualization of the logical schema by means of relations [25] and a script for relations creation is generated. ERECASE was implemented with an easy
user interface for collecting schema information
as well as user control in driving the design process (see figure 5).

Figure 3 Architectural overview of the integrated tool
Tool Functional Overview
SIADBDD architecture is built up of the following seven main modules: Integrated user
interface, Conceptual design, Transactional information, Sites and communication network
information, Partitioning, Logical Allocation and
Physical Allocation.
Integrated user interface
This is the central component of the tool. The integrated user interface is responsible for activating any
needed tool through the design process workflow. It
provides appropriate modules for configuring any
aspect of the integrated tool (see figure 4).

Figure 4 Integrated user interface of SIADBDD

Figure 5 Sample view of ERECASE tool
Transaction information
APPWIZARD is a tool for collecting applications (transactions) access patterns. The tool was
implemented with an easy user interface for collecting the distribution requirements as well as
user control in driving the design process (see
figure 6a).
This tool provides the user with advanced features
for getting supplementary information of transactions relevant to the distribution. It is not necessary
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to collect information on 100% of the expected
transactions (that would of course be impossible).
Since the 80-20 rule [22] applies to most practical
situations, it is adequate to supply the 20% of the
heavily used transactions which account for about
80% of the activity against the database.
(a)

Partitioning
FRAGMENTER is the tool that allows designers
to make distribution design decisions using horizontal, vertical and hybrid fragmentation. Relation instances are essentially tables, so the issue
is one of finding alternative ways of dividing a
table into smaller ones named fragments.
Three fragment types are defined on a database
entity. Horizontal fragmentation is the breaking
up of a table into a set of horizontal fragments
with only subsets of its tuples [3, 22, 26]. Vertical
fragmentation is the breaking up of a table into a
set of vertical fragments with only subsets of its
attributes [5, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Hybrid (also called
mixed) fragmentation is the breaking up of a table
into a set of hybrid fragments with both subsets
of its tuples as well as subsets of their attributes
[4]. A lot of research work has been published
on fragmentation and allocation in the relational
data model [3, 4, 27, 31] (see figure 7).

(b)

Figure 6 Sample views of (a) APPWIZARD and (b)
NETWIZARD
Sites and communication network
information
NETWIZARD is the tool that collects information
about sites and communication network required
for the DDB design process. This tool provides a
number of reports presenting required parameters
values of the node in any given simulation. The
tool was implemented with an easy user interface for collecting the distribution requirements as
well as user control in driving the design process.
Figure 6b displays an example view of NETWIZARD. Because of space restrictions, more detailed views are not given.
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Figure 7 Sample view of FRAGMENTER

Allocation
While fragmentation is an important issue, our
main concern in this section is with how the data
should be allocated around the network once it
has been partitioned by whatever criteria. Data
allocation is a critical aspect of DDBSs: a poorly designed data allocation can lead to inefficient
computation, high access costs and high network
loads [3, 32] whereas a well designed data alloca-
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tion can enhance data availability, diminish access
time, and minimize overall usage of resources [3,
33]. It is thus very important to provide DDBSs
that find a good solution in a reasonable amount
of time, achieving data allocations that minimize
the cost of answering the given queries. This section addresses the problem of determining where
to place a given set of fragments on a network in
order to minimize the cost of answering a given
set of queries Q. We assume that fragmentation of
the original relations has been carried out before
the data allocation phase. ALLOCATOR is a tool
that supports allocation with replication (see figure
8). Since the allocation problem is pretty complex
and involves combinatorial optimization problems, the tool implements Genetic Algorithms and
a Q-Learning method for mapping fragments to
sites. Outputs of these methods can be compared
and then selected for materialization.

Figure 8
ALLOCATOR

Logical

fragments

allocation

by

Figura 9 Scripts that materialize physical designs

Conclusions
This paper outlines issues involved in the conceptual design, fragmentation and allocation in
a DDBS. The paper proposes a novel integrated
tool for aiding designers in initial distributed database designs. The contribution of this work is
the implementation of the integrated tool, built
up of a variety of applications and methods for
performing distributed database designs. This
enables designers to easily design and validate
designs with minor time and effort consumption.
The algorithms necessary to support the design
process are implemented and their complexities
are polynomial. A description of the architecture and functions is also provided. The utility of
this tool is clear cut. Unfortunately, many design
parameters need to be entered by designers, and
their estimation is sometimes difficult.

Future work
Physical allocation

DISTRIBUTOR materializes physical designs
by allocating distribution partitions obtained by
ALLOCATOR to sites on the network by means
of replication under the publish-distribute-subscribe model. Data replication is a key technology
in distributed systems that enables higher availability and performance. Physical designs are
completed over the generation of script using calls to Transact-SQL store procedures.

Further research could study the tuning of the parameters involved in algorithms for allocating fragments within ALLOCATOR. At this moment we
work on the integration of several algorithms for
this allocation problem, specifically Q-Learning,
Genetic Algorithms, Bird Flocks and some other
tools developed by our research group. The main
goal is to help in the design of Distributed Databases
in a more efficient way by using less effort and time.
Furthermore, we are working on semantic schema
validation, and improving algorithms for distributing data over sites within DISTRIBUTOR.
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